s () is a Banach space of sequences x with P llxll . "Ixi Ip + I Ixi+I xi Ip" For i < p , p 2, 0 < a < , a # i, .= I 0 i=O there are no nontrivial surjective isometries in s (). It has been conjectured P that there are no nontrivial isometries. This note gives two distinct counterexamples to this conjecture and a partial affirmative answer for the case of isometries with finite codimension.
For i < p < =, p # 2, > 0, let s (e) denote the linear space of all real or p complex sequences x {x k} for which llxll: I01I p+I Ix+-xl p <.
If a > 0, then s (a) is isomorphic but not isometric to E s (a) is P P P P P isometric to a subspace of P In [3] , it is shown that for I < p , > 0, e # i, the only surjective isometries in Sp(e) are scalar multiples of the identity. In [3] , it is conjectured that all isometries in s () must be surjective and hence scalar multiples of the P identity.
In this note we exhibit non-surjective isometries for all > 0. We also show that there are essentially two types of isometries in s () and that if > 0, then P one kind cannot have finite codimension.
It is always assumed that p # 2. Unless stated otherwise, we allow i, e 0, or p I.
EXAMPLES AND TERMINOLOGY.
The simplest type of isometry on s () is one that preserves both sums in (i.I). P Such an isometry is an isometry independent of and is an isometry on Thus, it P has the structure developed in [4] . We {k}, which is a contradiction. The proof for j 0 is similar.
Hence,
We conjecture that Theorem 1 is true also for non-Lamperti isometries on s (), P but we have been unable to prove it. With minor modifications, one can proceed exactly as in Theorem i (to get the Ei, for i greater than some k, singletons is not too hard). The difficulty is that h k I no longer provides any contradiction that we can see. On the other hand, numerical counterexamples seem quite messy.
